Abstract
MEG acquisition 157
The MEG was acquired inside a four-layer magnetically shielded room (IMEDCO) using a 158
Neuromag 122 whole-head system (Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki, Finland) equipped with 61 159 dual-channel planar first-order gradiometers placed in a helmed-shaped dewar. Data were 160 recorded direct-coupled (DC) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz using a low-pass filter at 330 Hz. 161 To register the individual head position relative to the dewar, four head-position coils were 162 fixed to the listeners head (on the left and right forehead and mastoids). For co-registration 163 with the anatomical MRI images, the head-position coils were digitized together with 32 points 164 around the head surface, the nasion, and the two pre-auricular points using a Polhemus 165
Isotrack II digitizer (Colchester, VT, USA). 166
167

FMRI acquisition 168
MRI data were acquired using a 3T whole-body scanner (Magnetom Tim Trio; Siemens, 169
Erlangen, Germany) in combination with a 32-channel phased-array head coil. For structural 170 registration, two whole-head T1-weighted anatomical sequences were acquired volume acquisition was 1.5 s and there was a silent pause of 6.5 s. This long TR and 181 restriction of the acquisition volume to the canonical auditory pathway were used to limit the 182 scanner acoustic noise (Edmister et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999) . To assist co-registration of 183 the functional data to the T1-weighted anatomy, a T2-weighted volume covering the same 184 volume but with higher in-plane resolution (512x512) was additionally acquired. 185 186 187 12 baseline interval (500 ms -700 ms after pitch offset). In a few millisecond-long interval, where 210 the artifact was most prominent, a principle-component analysis (PCA) was calculated on the 211 sensor data to define the artifact topography. The first PCA component, explaining the 212 majority of variance in this time interval, was added to the spatial filter to model the artifact. 213
This correction step was performed separately for each condition and subject. Eye movement 214 artifacts were modeled with two static regional sources placed to the approximate position of 215 the left and right eye (Ille et al., 2002) . A two-dipole model was then fitted to the sustained 216 field in the time interval of 500 ms -1000 ms after pitch onset, and another pair of dipoles 217 was fitted to the peak of the N 1 m component. For the dipole fits, the data were low-pass 218 filtered at 20 Hz for the sustained field and band-pass filtered between 1 and 20 Hz for the 219 N 1 m component (2nd order Butterworth filter with zero-phase shift). As a starting solution for 220 the simplex algorithm, dipoles were placed symmetrically to the approximate position of the 221 left and right auditory cortex. The resulting dipoles were later used as spatial filter, together 222 with the artifact topographies, to obtain source waveforms for the 1-s and the 24-s pitch 223 sounds. The dipoles that were fitted to the sustained field evoked by the IRN were localized in 224 unlikely positions, two or more cm away from the sylvian fissure, for 6 of 12 listeners in one or 225 both hemispheres. A comparison of the sustained field evoked by IRN and regCT in the 226 remaining 6 subjects revealed no significant differences (condition F=2.12, p=0.2; condition * 227 coordinate F=1.04, p=0.37) in dipole locations, however. Therefore, source waveforms of the 228 long-latency components were based on the dipoles that were fitted to the sustained field 229 evoked by the 1-s regCT for both CT and NOISE conditions in all 12 subjects. Finally, source 230 waveforms were exported to Matlab, where they were low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (2nd order, 231
Butterworth filter with zero-phase shift) and averaged across subjects. 232 For the long-latency fields evoked by the continuous 24-s pitch sounds, only the onset and 233 offset intervals of the evoked fields were analyzed in detail. Because of slow magnetic 234 artifacts (see above) in our data, it was not possible to reconstruct the whole sustained field 235 evoked by the 24-s stimulus block. The sustained fields for the long pitch sequences were 236 averaged in an interval of -3 s to 2 s around pitch onset, and -2 s to 3 s around pitch offset, 237 respectively. Depending on the individual noise level in each subject, 32 -40 replications 238
were averaged for each condition. A baseline was calculated in the non-pitch interval for all 239 conditions: in the onset intervals, the baseline was defined in the time interval 3 s -2 s before 240 pitch onset. In the offset interval, the baseline was defined in the time interval 2 s -3 s after 241 pitch offset. Again, we calculated a PCA across a few ms in the following intervals where the 242 artifact was most prominent: 2 s -0.5 s before pitch onset respective 0.5 s -2 s after pitch 243 offset, and added the first component to the spatial filter to correct slow artifacts (see above). 244
To compare amplitudes of different components (onset, offset, sustained field) evoked by IRN 245 and regCT, an ANOVA was calculated, including the factors pitch condition and hemisphere. 246
Peak amplitudes for the transient components were determined as the minimum value in the 247 interval 0 ms -200 ms after sound onset for the N 1 m, resp. the highest value in the interval 248 100 ms -500 ms after sound offset for the P 2 m. The amplitude of the sustained fields were 249 measured for the 1-s sounds as the mean value in the interval 500 ms -1000 ms after sound 250 onset. For the 24-s sounds, the sustained field was measured in the interval 500 ms -2000 251 ms after sound onset for the beginning section and 2000 ms -500 ms before sound offset for 252 the end section. 253
Additionally, a time-frequency analysis was performed for the short 1-s pitch sequences in a14 time interval from 700 ms before pitch onset to 500 ms after pitch offset, and referenced to the To find significant differences between IRN and regCT, a t-test was first calculated for all time-267 frequency pairs of the two conditions, and then further evaluated with a cluster-level analysis. 268
Significance at the cluster level was determined by means of the Monte Carlo method with a 269 critical alpha level of p<0.05. The time-frequency analysis was calculated for 11 of the 12 270 subjects. In the missing subject, the analysis in BESA 5.3 could not be performed because of 271 an unresolved defect in the data-sets file structure. 272
273
FMRI data analysis 274
Analysis of the functional and structural MRI data was mainly performed with the Freesurfer 275 15 software package (Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, MA, 276 USA). The two structural whole-head MPRAGE images were averaged, segmented and 277 inflated for co-registration of the functional data. For corregistration across subjects, the 278 individual inflated brains were transformed to a spherical coordinate system and were aligned 279 with a high-dimensional nonlinear registration algorithm with point-to-point correspondence to 280 an averaged spherical atlas (Fischl et al., 1999) . Functional and structural scans were co-281 
Results
312
Experiment 1 313
In experiment 1, an fMRI block design with pitch and non-pitch sounds separated by a silent 314 baseline (figure 1a) was presented to 12 listeners. fMRI data were analyzed by using a GLM 315 with a sustained regressor. We calculated three contrasts for both conditions: pitch versus 316 silent baseline, pitch versus non-pitch and non-pitch versus silent baseline. The time courses that were extracted for the IRN out of the vertices activated by the IRN 332 versus silence contrast show a strong sustained enhancement. In the medial parts of HG, 333 activated by noise versus silence contrast, the sustained activity to IRN is comparatively 334 lower. Thus, the main contribution of the large sustained enhancement seems to be advanced 335 by the activated vertices in lateral HG. The BOLD responses evoked by the noise shows in all 336
ROIs a similar time course to the IRN concerning onset and sustained part, but with lower 337
amplitudes. 338
The analysis of the CT-condition shown in figure 2b, despite the homologous pitch and non-339 pitch sounds, revealed a completely different activation pattern: Analysis with the sustained 340 regressor revealed in medial areas of the AC small activation patches for the regCT versus 341 silence contrast (red/cyan) and much stronger activation for the contrast jitCT versus silence 342 (blue/cyan). The BOLD response evoked by regCT generally showed a phasic time course, 343 with transient on-and offset peaks. Some sustained BOLD activity was only observed in a 344 small area in the left PT, which was rendered active by the sustained regCT versus silence 345 contrast. In all the other ROIs evaluated, only the jitCT produced significant sustained BOLD 346 activity. Accordingly, we did not find any activation for the contrast regCT versus jitCT by using 347 a sustained regressor. 348
We also performed a GLM analysis that fits transient regressors to the data, to focus on either 349 the onset or the offset responses. However, for the CT condition, we could also not find any 350 areas where the regCT produced more transient activation than the jitCT. 351
To extract time courses of regCT and jitCT on the area on lateral HG, where enhanced activity 352 for pitch was initially expected, we used the IRN versus noise contrast as ROI (figure 2c). In 353 this area, jitCT and regCT produce both an onset response with almost identical amplitudes. 354
While the BOLD response evoked by jitCT continued after the onset with a small sustained 355 amplitude, the time courses evoked by regCT decreased back to the baseline level in silence. Since the sustained field evoked by IRN could only be fitted for 6 of 12 subjects, the dipoles 438 fitted to the sustained field evoked by the 1-s regCT were used as spatial filter to derive 439 source waveforms for both pitch conditions in all 12 listeners. Source waveforms were 440 evaluated for the long (24-s) and the short (1-s) pitch sequences. 441 Figure 4c shows the long-latency fields evoked by the 24-s-long pitch blocks. Because of low-442 frequency noise, we constrained the time interval evaluated to the first and the last two 443 seconds of the stimulus block. There were no differences between IRN and regCT concerning 444 amplitude differences, the sustained field evoked by regCT was significantly larger than the 514 one evoked by IRN. One potential reason for stronger sustained fields for regCT compared to 515 IRN could be the higher temporal regularity of regCT (Patterson et al., 1992) . However, this 516 explanation should then also apply to the pitch-onset N 1 m (Krumbholz et al., 2003) , and thus 517 a role for other physical or perceptual differences between regCT and IRN that are unrelated 518 to temporal regularity or pitch saliency cannot yet be excluded. 519 27 520
Comparison of MEG and BOLD activity 521
When the MEG and fMRI data are taken together, there is a complete dissociation between 522 the negative sustained fields and the sustained BOLD activity in response to the same stimuli: 523
While the contrast of pitch versus non-pitch sounds evokes an enhanced sustained field in 524 MEG for both conditions, only IRN produced sustained BOLD enhancement in comparison to 525
noise. Conversely, regCT shows no sustained BOLD activity at all in lateral HG, and even 526
shows a decreased BOLD response in comparison to jitCT. 527
A major difference between the present and previous imaging studies on pitch is that here, a 528 long continuous stimulus was used to focus on sustained activity, whereas most previous 529 But what produces the prominent sustained BOLD response to IRN? A potential answer is 538 provided by the time-frequency analysis of the MEG data: All conditions except for regCT 539 28 produced a sustained BOLD response. Conversely, regCT produces a completely even 540 sustained field, whereas all other conditions show some irregular ripples in addition to the 541 sustained field or baseline level in MEG. The time-frequency analysis reveals that this 542 sustained theta-band activity is stronger for the IRN compared to the noise baseline, while 543 sustained theta-activity is reduced for the regCT compared to the jitCT baseline. This pattern 544 is qualitatively identical to the sustained BOLD response pattern: there are similar sustained 545 levels for noise and jitCT, and the response is enhanced for IRN but reduced for regCT fluctuations were related to the higher theta-activity levels in IRN, it might be possible to 556 explain the cortical response pattern for theta and sustained BOLD activity observed here with 557 1 A correlation between absolute amplitudes in MEG/EEG and BOLD fMRI within single listeners would not generally be expected, since there are multiple independent parameters. However, one recent study (Mayhew et al., 2010) reported such a correlation of BOLD and N1 amplitudes across subjects. We therefore compared the theta activity with the BOLD level for the present data. The amplitude of the theta-activity was extracted for both pitch sounds in the frequency range 8 -10 Hz in an interval of 600 -1000 ms after sound onset. The BOLD amplitudes were extracted from the corresponding continuous pitch-block of experiment 2, in the time interval 16 -26 s after sound onset. Neither for IRN (p = 0.39, correlation = -0.2) nor for regCT (p = 0.36, correlation = -0.3) was there a significant correlation between BOLD and theta-band amplitude across subjects. preceding noise. In contrast to the regCT, however, the high-gamma activity persisted during 574 the 1.5-s-long IRN. Since we were not able to detect any high-gamma activity with MEG, a 575 direct comparison is not possible based on our data. Generally, the presence of a sustained-576 gamma response for IRN but not for regCT parallels the fMRI data as well as the theta-band 577 activity of the present study. On the other hand, high-gamma activity was mainly observed in 578 medial HG (Brugge et al., 2009; Griffiths et al., 2010) , whereas the BOLD activity in the IRN 579 30 versus noise contrast was more prominent in lateral HG. 580
In conclusion, these data indicate that sustained neural activity potentially related to 581 sustained-firing pitch-specific neurons (Bendor and Wang, 2005) can hardly be explored by 582 fMRI. Instead, the BOLD response in auditory cortex varies strongly with slow stimulus 583 fluctuations. While the resulting problem for studies of pitch specificity appears to be more 584 prominent for IRN, it is not limited to this stimulus: In the case where noise is used as non-585 pitch contrast for a regular harmonic complex (Hall and Plack, 2009), the sensitivity for pitch-586 specific activity will conversely be degraded by fluctuations in the noise. In MEG, slow 587 stimulus fluctuations were associated with higher theta activity, whereas the sustained field in 588 lateral Heschl's gyrus appears to reflect pitch independently of those. Finally, these data 589 reveal a prominent dissociation between activity in the IC and the auditory cortex, suggesting 590 that the sensitivity for slow stimulus fluctuations might be related to a fundamental coding 591 mechanism in the auditory cortex. 
